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Setting Of Timer And Sensor 

Timer 
Setting 

Clockwise +

Counter-
Clockwise -

Sensor 
Setting

Adjust/set the 
distance and 
sensitivity by

turning the pin.

Nomenclature
1. Electric box and On / Off switch
2. Ball valve 2EA
3. Inlet of compressed air 
4. Inlet of compressed air
5. Sensor
6. Inlet in large size
7. Inlet in small size
8. Brackets for fixing (4 Points - M8) 

Main Body   560 x 670 x 300(mm)

Weight   10kg

Power Source

  Air Compressor(3-Phase, 380V)

  Electricity : AC 220V, 60Hz

  Water(When used):Pressure 2-3kg/㎠

Inner Diameter Of
Large Inlet

  ø36

Inner Diameter Of
Small Inlet

  ø25

1. Fix 4 points of bracket with bolts in main body considering 
   the working height.

2. Insert the hose into the outlet and fix with a hose band.

3. Fix the outlet hose not to move.

1. Check and change the air pressure and supply flow rate.

2. Check the foreign materials in the interior of suction device 
   (Suction Device) and hose and then, remove them.

3. Make the air hose shorter and install the air auxiliary tank.

4. Check water supply.

1. Ensure no shaking by fixing the outlet hose.

2. Fix the 4 points of bracket not to move.

3. Do not access the hose of outlet during operation.

4. Turn off the valve when not using water.

5. Be careful of short circuit and electric shock.

1. Turned OFF the power switch and valve for water supply.

2. Connect the power source, water (When used) and compressed air.

3. Open the valve of input port to be used.

4. Adjust the distance of a sensor and timer (In the electric box).

5. Operate the machine for peeling after putting the vegetables 
   into the inlet.

6. Turn off the power switch after operation.

※ It is recommendable that the air supply and pressure will be set as high as 
possible within the range of 9㎏/㎠, as it will generate more peeling power.

Specifications How To Use

If The Peeling Power FallsInstallation

Precautions (For Safety)


